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DECOMPOSITIONS OF DUAL DISCRIMINATOR VARIETIES

R.J. BlGNALL

A necessary and sufficient condition for a dual discriminator variety to be the
product of a discriminator variety and a dual discriminator variety is given, along
with an example of such a variety.

1. INTRODUCTION

The product V\ X V2 of two varieties Vi and Vj of the same type is the class
of all algebras which are isomorphic to the direct product of a member of V\ and a
member of V2. V\ and V2 are said to be independent if there is a term s(x,y) such
that V\ \= s(x,y) w x and Vj |= s(x,y) w y. When V\ and V2 are independent their
product is itself a variety. The product of two such independent varieties is denoted by
V\ ® V2 . For details see Gratzer, Lakser and Plonka [3].

The ternary discriminator on a set X is the function t: X —* X given by

[a i
M,c) =

I c, c

if a ± b;

otherwise.

The dual discriminator is the function d : X —* X given by

{ a if o = b:
• 1 . '

c, otherwise.

A variety V is a discriminator variety (respectively, dual discriminator variety) if there
is a term w(x,y, z) such that wA is the discriminator (respectively, dual discriminator)
on A for every subdirectly irreducible A 6 V. For more details see e.g. Burris and
Sankappanavar, [1, Chapter IV], and Fried and Pixley [2].
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2. SEPARATORS

DEFINITION 2.1: A term a{x,y,z) will be called a separator for a variety V if it
satisfies the following conditions.

(i) s(x,3(x,y,z),z) induces the dual discriminator on every subdirectly irre-
ducible member of V;

(ii) V \= s(x,x,y) & s(y, x, x); and
(iii) V \= s(x,s(x,s(x,y,z),z),z) ss s(x,y,z).

One easily checks that a discriminator term for a discriminator variety V is a sepa-
rator for V. Likewise, a dual discriminator term is a separator for a dual discriminator
variety.

Let V denote a variety with a separator s(x,y, z). Let 5 be the class of subdirectly
irreducible members of V. We will write p[x,y,z) for the term s(x,s(x,y,z),z).

LEMMA 2 . 2 . The following are identities of V.

(i) p(x,y,y) « p(y, x,y) « p(y,y,x). Thus pA is a majority polynomial on
every A € V.

(ii) s(x,y,x) ss x w a(x,x,x).
, (iii) p(u,v,s(x,y,z)) m s(p(u,v,x),p(u,v,y),p(u,v,z)).

PROOF: (i) is an immediate consequence of the fact that p(x,y,z) is a dual dis-
criminator term. Part (ii) follows from 2.1 (iii). From the definition of the dual dis-
criminator, and the fact that s(u,u,u) « u, it is easy to see that (iii) must hold on any
subdirectly irreducible member of V. Thus (iii) must hold for all members of V. D

LEMMA 2 . 3 . Let A e S and let {a,b} C A be such that a ^ b. Then one of
the following two cases must hold for any x,y g {a,b}.

CASE 1. sA(x,y,y) = sA(y,y,x) = x.

CASE 2. sA(x,y,y) = sA(y,y,x) = y.

PROOF: Since pA(x,y,z) £ {x,z} for all x,y,z £ A, we have, by 2.1 (iii), that
sA(x,y, z) 6 {x,z} for any x,y, z £ A. In particular {a, 6} is closed under sA . Suppose
that sA(6,6,a) = 3 (6,a,a). Without any loss of generality, we may assume that
sA(b,b,a) = a. Then b = pA(6,6,a) = sA(b,sA(b,b,a),a) = sA(b,a,a) = a, which
contradicts a^b. Hence sA(b, b, a) ^ sA(b,a,a), so we have either

(1) sA(a,b,b) = sA{b,b,a) = a, and

sA(a, a,b) = sA(b,a,a) = b

or

(2) sA(a,b,b) = 3A{b,b,a) = b, and

sA(a,a,b) = sA{b,a,a) = a.
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The result now follows, because sA is idempotent. L)

LEMMA 2 . 4 . Let A £ 5 . Then sA is either the discriminator or the dual dis-
criminator on A.

PROOF: Let a,u e A. Choose b such that a ^ b. There are two cases to consider.

CASE 1. 8A(x,y,y) = aA(y,y,x) = x for all x,y E {a,b}. Without loss of generality,
we may suppose that u ^ a. If sA(a,a,u) — a, then a = pA(b,a,sA(a,a,u)) =
sA(pA(b,a,a),pA(b,a,a),pA(b,a,u)) = aA(b,a,u).

But sA(b,a,u) must be either i or u. This contradiction shows that case 1
of Lemma 2.3 holds for every two element subset of A. But then sA(x,y,y) «
sA(y,y,x) « x are identities of A. Therefore, for any u,v,w £ A

= sA(u,pA(u,v,w),w) = i
^ 8

aA(u,u,w) = w ifu = «;

8 {U,W,W) = U if V t̂ U.

Thus sA is the discriminator on A.

CASE 2. It is clear that if case 2 of Lemma 2.3 holds for {a, 6} then case 1 can not
occur for any two element subset of A. Hence sA(x,y,y) w y and sA(y,y,x) w y are
identities of A, and so for any u ^ i o G A

(

= i
u ii v — u;

V if V yt U.

Thus 8A is the dual discriminator on A in this case. U

THEOREM 2 . 5 . Let V be a variety with a separator s(x,y,z). Then there are
subvarieties Vj and Vt of V such that a(x,y,z) induces the discriminator on every
subdirectly irreducible member of V\, and the dual discriminator on every subdirectly
irreducible member of V2 . Furthermore, V = V\ ® V2 .

PROOF: Let S be the class of subdirectly irreducible members of V. We let
Si = {A € 5 : 8A is the discriminator on A}, and 52 = {A £ 5 : sA is the
dual discriminator on A}. Let V\ and V2 be the varieties generated by V\ and V2
respectively. In view of Lemma 2.4, V is the join of V\ and V?. Let r(x,y) — a(x,y,y).
Then Vi [= r(x,y) « x and V-i f= r(x,y) s» y. Since V is a dual discriminator variety,
it is congruence distributive, and the result now follows from Theorem 2 of [3]. D

The converse of Theorem 2.5 also holds.

THEOREM 2 . 6 . Let V be a variety containing subvarieties such that V\ is a
discriminator variety and V2 is a dual discriminator variety, and V = Vi ® V2. Then
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there is a term s(x,y,z) of V which induces the discriminator on the subdirectly
irreducible members of Vj, and tie duai discriminator on the subdirectly irreducible
members of V2 . Such a term is a separator of V.

PROOF: Since V\ and V2 are independent varieties, there is a term r(x,y) such
that Vi (= r(x,y) w x and Vi (= r(x,y) w y. Let ti(x,y,z) be a discriminator term for
Vi , and d-2(x,y,z) be a dual discriminator term for V2. Take s(x,y,z) to be the term
r(ti(x,y,z),d2(x,y,z)). It is a straightforward matter to check that s(x,y,z) has the
required properties. D

Since every discriminator variety is also a dual discriminator variety, we have

COROLLARY 2 . 7 . Two discriminator varieties of the same type are indepen-
dent if and only if there is a term which is a discriminator term for one, and a dual
discriminator term for the other.

3. AN EXAMPLE

Let V be the variety of type (3), with an operation symbol s satisfying the iden-
tities:

(i) s(x,y,y) « s(y,y,x)
(ii) a(x,p(x,y,z),z) w s(x,y,z)
(iii) a(x,y,z) » s(z,y,x)
(iv) p(x,y,y) &p(y,x,y) &p(y,y,x) wy
(v) p(z,p(x,y,z),p(x,y,w)) &p(x,y,z)
(vi) p(u,v,s(x,y,z)) &p(u,v,3(u,v,x),s(u,v,y),s(v.,v,z))

where, as before, p(x,y,z) is the term s(z,s(x,y,z),z).
By [2, Theorem 3.2], V is a dual discriminator variety, and by Theorem 2.5 V

is the product of varieties W and U, where W is the quasi-primal variety whose
only subdirectly irreducible member (up to isomorphism) is the two element set with
the ternary discriminator as its operation, while U is similarly generated by the the
algebra with two elements and the dual discriminator as its operation. (Identity (iii)
implies that the subdirectly irreducible members of V have just two elements.)

U is the variety of median algebras. These algebras were first studied by M.
Sholander. They can be regarded as lower semilattices in which the supremum of any
three elements exists if and only if they are pairwise bounded above. In addition, the
infimum distributes over existing suprema. For details, see Sholander [4], [5] and in
particular [5, Section 3].
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